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Annual Report
Indeed, this is the matter of prestige and indispensable pleasure for me to bring before you what
Jhunjhunu Academy has done throughout the session 2011 – 2012. During the whole session,
Jhunjhunu Academy has been on the peak of setting milestones of excellence and
achievements. The untiring efforts of faculty members made everything possible and extended
their helping hands in bringing many glories and laurels to the school. The endeavors of the
creditable students and co- operative parents must be acknowledged wholeheartedly. This is
also predictable that this annual report is a treasure house of wide spread spectacular
grandeur of distinction.
Outstanding Academic Results of Board Classes:
Jhunjhunu Academy has its own identification in the territory in turning out marvellous Board
Results. This year also our students have given us tremendous out put. The brief of the result is
as follows:
12Th Science
1.

Divya Mangal

90.40%

2.

Monika Lamoria

87.40%

3.

Ajay Kumar

87.40%

4.

Akshay Choudhary

85.40%

Th

12 FMM (Financial Market Management)
1.

Rajkumar

92.00%

2.

Abdul Israr

85.20%

3.

Anubhav Barwar

85.80%

12Th Commerce
1.

Ishu Chalana

87.20%

2.

Khushboo Dadheech

85.80%

3.

Puneet

85.40%

Moreover, in all over result of all three streams 21 students scored more than 80% and 182 students got more than
60%. There have been 438 distinctions in different subjects.
th

10 Class
1.

Anurag Tulsian

10 CGP

2.

Kirti Singh

10 CGP

3.

Ashutosh Khandelia

9.6 CGP

4.

Pooja Kedia

9.6 CGP

5.

Kanchan

9.4 CGP

6.

Tejaswani

9.4 CGP

7.

Aditi Chalana

9.4 CGP

8.

Himanshu Babal

9.0 CGP

9.

Mahesh

9.0 CGP

10.

Neelam

9.0 CGP

11.

Tejpal Singh

9.0 CGP

12.

Hemant Kumar

9.0 CGP
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Co – Curricular Activities Held at School
th

On 11 April ‘Ramnavami’, the birth day of Lord Rama was rejoiced in a very grand manner. This
day signifies the birth of a great person of dynamic character and storehouse of good qualities.
At the very outset lamp lighting took place and cultural performances marked the importance of
the day. In true sense, the character of Lord Rama is a source of infinite inspiration as he was an
epitome of truth & determination.
th

The day of 7 May was completely dedicated to extend the honour of the most pious portrait of
the world i.e. MOTHER. On this occasion of ‘Mothers’ Day’ the mothers of the school students
were invited as guests and they were warmly welcomed in the programme organised by school
management. Moreover, they were given flowers and cards by their own sons/daughters as
token of love and respect. Many poems, songs and relevant speeches were presented in the
glory of mothers. To make the day memorable a quiz was also organized in which mothers were
asked about the hobbies, desires etc. of their wards and mothers answered all those questions
very enthusiastically.
th

Public Awareness Programme for the protection of environment was observed on 11 July in
the school. The students planted 100 saplings. On this occasion our school students partook in
a rally organized by Scout Guide to spread the awareness for the protection of environment.
Guru occupies the highest place in the life of a person. To extend the honour of gurus ‘Guru
Purnima’ was celebrated here at Jhunjhunu Academy on 15th July. The programme started with
Lamp Lighting before the portrait of ‘Guru’. The Neptune house being on duty organized
religious and pious programmes to describe the significance of Guru. In this world the credit of
Guru is greater than that of God and spiritual knowledge can be imparted by this divine soul
(guru) only.
India is a country of martyrs. On 26th July ‘Kargil Vijay Diwas’ was celebrated in the premises of
Jhunjhunu Academy to pay the homage to the martyrs of Kargil War. A condolence for two
minutes was observed and was followed by the patriotic slogans which set the whole school
campus on vibration. Mr. Santosh Kotiyal (Vice Principal) in his speech focused upon the
sacrifices of the warriors of Kargil War. He motivated the students to do some noble works for
the growth of the country and asked them to be ready to face the challenges ahead.
Jhunjhunu Academy witnessed the pious footfalls of Saints of world famous ‘Akshardham
Temple’, Delhi in school premises on 28th July. All the saints were garlanded and welcomed. The
chief saint, Swami Brahamdarshan ji Maharaj, in his preach emphasized upon character
building and encouraged the students to give their 100% harnessing all the available resources.
Moreover, he said that nothing but determination leads to success.
School students of the classes 8th and 9th visited a Book Fair held at Baba Bhimrav Ambedkar
Bhawan in Jhunjhunu on 30th July. The fair was organized with the courtesy of ‘Gayatri Pariwar’.
In the fair the books were available on relevant themes. The students enjoyed a lot in the fair and
bought many books. The students shared their experiences saying that ‘books are mirror of our
culture and a source of motivation.’
Student Council of the school was constituted on 13.8.2011. All the members of student council
were given Merit Badges and Sashes. In the Oath taking ceremony all the council members
swore to perform their duties honestly. In this celebration the March Past was the centre of
attraction and it was appreciated by everyone. School Principal, Mr. Ravi Shankar Sharma
extended his congratulations to the newly selected council members and said that such types of
responsibilities make the students more practical and dutiful.
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National Festival of worth significance ‘Independence Day’ was celebrated with absolute
patriotic feelings. This day symbolizes the immortal sacrifices of the martyrs who sacrificed
their lives for the glory of the tricolour and motherland. The programme began with flag hoisting
followed by National Anthem. There were many patriotic performances on this day like poems,
speeches, songs etc.
Janmashtami was celebrated in a very colorful manner on 20th August. There were many
cultural performances given by the students to depict the real portrait of lord Krishna. To burst
a pitcher of butter set 25 feet high was also a centre of attraction in the programme in which
participants showed their enthusiasm. The tiny angels disguised as Krishna and Radha
participated in a fancy dress competition which everyone. In disguise of Radha; Riddhima,
Komal and Krishika stood first, second and third respectively whereas in disguise of Krishna;
Surabhi, Krishana and Raghav Mathur secured first, second and third position respectively.
th

On 5 September Teachers’ day was celebrated to pay the sincere homage to late Dr.
Radhakrishanan who has been considered as the milestone for all the teachers’ community.
Programme was initiated with lamp lighting. Many cultural activities and funny games followed
it.
th

On 14 September Hindi Diwas was celebrated to mark the honour of the Mother Tongue in a
very festive manner. The proceedings of the programme began with Lamp Lighting before the
portrait of Goddess Saraswati.
An Inter House Hindi Debate Competition was also planned on the topic ‘Is development of a
country only possible with the blend of science and spiritualism?’ Ashutosh Khandelia stood
nd
rd
first, Shruti secured 2 position and Namita held 3 position in the event.
Jhunjhunu Academy has always been a hub of Co-Curricular activities promising to produce
th
versatile genii. Many group wise Co-Curricular activities were held on 15 October in school.
The students participated wholeheartedly and performed resplendently.
Students of Group A introduced their working skills in ‘Just a Minute’ and gathered a lot of
applause. In this competition Preeti, Kushal and Ankit Bhambu respectively secured first,
second and third position.
For Group B games like Musical Chair, Tug of War etc. were organized and the students showed
their complete interest and partook with great potential and zeal with the mindset of
entertainment. Suraj, Aryan and Sachin respectively secured first, second and third position.
For Group C an essay competition on ‘India; A Land of Festivals’ was conducted to bump up the
writing skills of the students. Apoorva, Siddarth and Manisha respectively secured first, second
and third position.
For Group D & E activity of Eco Club was organized. The students participated with the
vehemence of putting their labour into action to turn their own school into a hygienic as well as
neat & clean premise for the decorum of forth coming festival ‘Deepawali’.
The students of Group F partook in Art & Craft competition and prepared many wall hanging
objects and decorated diyas. The students, before the festival of light, decorated the school
campus and set an example of their talent through Art & Craft.
Here at Jhunjhunu Academy festivals are always given incredible magnitude. The manner of
rejoicing the festivals here is unique with the approach of recreation and refreshment. Before
Deepawali, ‘Deepotsav’ was celebrated in a customary trend with great enthusiasm on 18th
October.
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The students gave their best efforts in giving a bejeweled look to the school. All the class rooms
were bedecked with rangolis and blazing candles. The Wisdom City wore a shining look just
before Deepawali spreading the fervor of this festival. In evening owner of magical voice ‘Gazal
Smarat’ Mr. Ramzan Rizvi, our music teacher, accompanied by Mr. Ashok Tanwar created a
sensation and compelled everyone to tap on their toes being spell bounded.
To perpetuate the memory of the first Education Minister Late Molana Abul Kalam Azad, a
prominent freedom fighter and enormous educationist, his birthday was rejoiced as National
Education Day in the school morning assembly on 5th November. We here paid a tribute to him in
his undying honour.
At first lamp was lit before his portrait to start the proceedings followed by a Speech and a Quiz
competition. The winners of the above said activities were honoured with Merit Badges. Mr.
Gorishankar Jangir, Hindi HOD threw the light upon the life of the departed soul and said that his
contribution in putting the milestone of education in India is unforgettable. He introduced
National Education Policy and under it the establishment of IIT and UGC is a souvenir to our
country.
th

Many Co – Curricular Activities took place according to the respective groups on 5 November.
For group A & B Dancing and Singing Competition were held. All the students participated with
great enthusiasm and enjoyed the proceedings. Shreelekha, Teena and Komal respectively
secured first, second and third position. For group C competition of Musical Chair was
scheduled and students enjoyed with a healthy spirit. Nikita, Palak and Zaheer Khan
respectively secured first, second and third position in the event.
To remove the hesitation of public speaking and enhance the confidence, an Extempore was
conducted for the students of group D. The passion of the students was noteworthy and the
speaking skills of the students won the heart of everyone and for this they gathered round of
applause. Himanshu, Monika and Apoorva respectively secured first, second and third position.
A local tour was planned for the students of group E. They went to visit a Flour Mill of the locality
located at RIICO. Such types of tours not only extend the knowledge of surroundings but also
inculcate in them a sense of self adjustment, self discipline and team spirit. An Eco club activity
was planned for the students of group F. All the students appeared very keen in upgrading the
surrounding atmosphere and making it pretty hygienic. Moreover, they watered and manured
the plants for greenery purpose and pledged not to cut the trees.
There was an air of festivity here at Jhunjhunu Academy on the auspicious occasion of
Children’s Day to commemorate the memory of Pandit Jawahar Lal Neharu on his birthday.
Really, it was a gala celebration which was outset with lamp lighting before the sketch of the
departed soul followed by many cultural events. Tiny tots recited poems and took part in fancy
dress competition. Wearing kurta – payjama, jacket, cap and having roses in their hands they
vitalized the sweet memories of Chacha’s children loving character.
During the programme the students were awarded for their magnificent performances in
creative as well as artistic works. Moreover, the students who performed well in academics
were also honoured to boost the level of their achievements.
Christmas Day was celebrated in the premises of Wisdom City in a very colorful manner with a
great spirit spreading the message of love, peace and brotherhood. Students disguised as
Jesus Christ lit the lamp and made the campus vibrate on the notes of Jingle Bell. After it Mr.
Ajay Sharma (English Teacher) in his speech threw the light upon the life history of Jesus Christ
and let the students know about the connotation of this day which symbolizes purity and
serenity in itself.
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Many cultural performances also extended the significance of the day viz. dance, drama and
carols also appended many stars in the glory of the programme. At last but not least students in
a disguised role of Jesus Christ distributed sweets and gifts among the students. Mr. Santosh
Kotiyal (Vice Principal) extended the vote of thanks and wished the students merry Christmas.
Center of celebrations, Jhunjhunu Academy welcomed the New Year 2012 in its own style of
enjoying every moment of the life being determined for success and setting milestone of
achievements. The formal start of the programme was followed by many cultural programmes.
Dr. Dilip Modi, being Chief Guest, got pleasure from the performances and in his speech he
appreciated the spirit of the students and showered the words of blessings and wishes. Many
funny games like balloon bursting, wearing sarees by boys, searching coins etc. were also
centre of attraction. At last Mr. Ravi Shankar Sharma, Principal of the school, in his speech
showed his appreciative attitude towards the qualitative performances and bestowed the
students with his heartiest wishes on the occasion.
The long awaited day of Annual Sports Meet’s inauguration came with a lot of optimism and
th
hope on 18 January, 2012. Dr. Hari Singh Saharan was the Chief Guest on this day and he was
the most suitable person on such a sporty day as he used to be a great and true sportsman of his
time. He spoke marvellously in his speech putting the stress on the importance of sports and
games in a student’s life. His motivational words boosted up the self confidence of the
participants and students. During the inauguration March Past by the students of the class 9 to
12 was also a centre of attraction. This meet continued from 19th January to 28th January, 2012.
A Book Fair was camped in Jhunjhunu Academy with the courtesy of Book Tractor Company,
Guragaon from 23rd January to 25th January, 2012. Such types of book fairs are very essential for
students as they can inculcate in them the habit of reading which not only enhances the
awareness of the students but make them innovative and practical also in their lives. Many
books of literature, science, art and craft etc. were displayed there in the fair. The most religious
epics viz. Ramayana, Mahabharata, Quran etc. were also a point of interest for the students.
Republic Day, which has its own worth in the history of India as our Constitution came into being
on this day, was exulted here at Jhunjhunu Academy to pay homage to those who sacrificed
their lives for the glory of motherland and tricolor.
Mr. Ravi Shankar Sharma (Principal) hoisted the National Flag followed by National Anthem.
Some students presented patriotic speeches, songs, poems etc. to glorify the honour of the
motherland and martyrs. On this auspicious occasion of 63rd Republic Day Mr. Ravi Shankar
Sharma (Principal) extended his heartiest congratulations to everyone present in the arena and
appealed to youth to come forward to eliminate the devil - like corruption, terrorism etc.
The closing ceremony of the Annual Sports Meet cum Vasant Mahotsav was held on 29th
January, 2012. The programme of the closing ceremony started with Saraswati Puja in the
benign and gracious presence of Chief Guest Dr. H.S. Meena, ADM, Jhunjhunu, Guest of
Honour Mr. Anil Dadhich, ACTO and Dr. Dilip Modi, Chairman of JIVEM group.
Cultural programmes followed by Saraswati Puja enthralled and exalted everyone. Medals and
certificates were awarded by the dignitaries to boost up the morale of the students.
The Chief Guest and Guest of Honour drenched the students with their words of blessings and
motivated them to be versatile genii rather than being book worm only.
At last but not least the vote of thanks was extended by Dr. Dilip Modi. He thanked all the guests
and parents for giving their kind presence in the show and stressed upon the overall
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development of the students. He asked them to come out to face the new challenges of the
globe so that they could be true and responsible citizens of the society to serve the motherland.
Two minutes condolence was kept to pay homage to Mahatama Gandhi on his death anniversary
on 30th January recognized as the Martyrs Day. Mr. Narendra Singh (Hindi Teacher) in his speech
told about the role of ‘Bapu’ in freedom struggle and said that people like ‘Bapu’ always have
unforgettable identification for the contribution they make.
Farewell cum Valediction ceremony was organized on 22nd February, 2012 to wish all the good
th
luck to the 12 class students. Dr. Dilip Modi (chairman) and Mrs. Neerja Modi (managing
director) adorned the chairs being Chief Guests of the programme. As usual the programme
began with Lamp Lighting before the portrait of Goddess Saraswati followed by many cultural
performances which made the programme colourful. Dr. Dilip Modi in his speech expressed his
best wishes and said that now these students are going to enter the new world which is full of
opportunities for them. Mr. Ravi Shankar Sharma wished them a great success and hoped they
would give a unique identification to the school on the world map.
th

An Environment Protection Campaign was started in Jhunjhunu Academy on 28 February,
2012 to create awareness among the people regarding environment.
th

The festival of colours ‘Holi’ was celebrated in a very frolic way on 6 March, 2012 spreading the
colour of love, peace and brotherhood. School Principal gave best wishes of Holi to all the
students and staff members. Students presented Rajasthani songs of Holi on this occasion and
gathered big claps from all sides.

Achievements in Co – Curricular Activities
th

In 70 All India Shree Suryakaran Pareek Memorial Hindi Debate Competition held at Birla
Public School, Pilani; school students Neeharika and Anurag gave their winning participation
among the participants of 21 schools from different states of India. The topic of debate was ‘Is
Jan Lokpal Bill capable to eradicate the roots of corruption from our country?’ Neeharika put
her views in favour of the motion and Anurag put his views against the motion. The joint efforts
of the students under the benign guidance of Mr. Gori Shankar Jangir and Narendra Singh, our
Hindi teachers, brought glory to school in the form of Winning trophy.
Moreover, Neeharika stood first individually and she was honoured with a memento and a
certificate. Anurag also received a memento and a certificate as consolation prize.
Jhunjhunu Academy always has a winning identification at different levels and this results in
bringing many laurels and glories to the school.
The students of different segments of JIVEM Education Private Limited have unfurled their
victorious flags on the stage of ‘Durga Lok Nritya’ held at Khemi Shakti Temple, Jhunjhunu on 3rd
of October 2011. This is one of the high-status competitions of the city in which almost all
reputed schools participate with the dream to win it.
We always make history and one more landmark was achieved when the result of this dance
competition was declared. Jhunjhunu Academy, Gaushala Road received exalted winning
trophy in victorious atmosphere with great smugness. Jhunjhunu Academy, Wisdom city was
privileged with first runner up trophy whereas Jhunjhunu International, Modi Road bagged the
honour of being second runner up. This fact is also praiseworthy that we made clean sweep in
the cut throat competition and for the third time in a succession we have lifted the winning
trophy setting a unique milestone in the history of any dance competition. This thing is also
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worth mentioning that in itself it is an exceptional record of securing all the first three positions
by the schools managed by same Educational Private Limited.
th

One more shining feather has been added to the golden cap of Jhunjhunu Academy. In 19 Hindi
debate competition held at Shree Sanatan Dharm Panchayat Senior Secondary School,
Mandawa to perpetuate the memory of Late Shree Indrachand Khemani, the students of
Jhunjhunu Academy proved their talent and were felicitated with runner up trophy. The topic of
the debate was ‘Anna Hazare ka Janlokpal Bill Pareet Hona Desh Ke Hit Mein.’
There were 17 participant schools of the district and Neeharika who spoke in the favour of the
motion spread the magic of her miraculous voice and stood second. Whereas Anurag who
spoke against the motion also received the appreciation from the judges and audience securing
second position. The victorious students received certificates and medals. The honour of theoe
winners was extended in the morning assembly next day.
In a dance and singing competition ventured by Parul Film Production, Chirawa, students of
Jhunjhunu Academy made everyone dumbstruck by their thrilling performances. The notable
performances of the students resulted in the selection of six students for the next round.
th
Moreover, Himanshu Sain, student of 10 class, has been preferred to many other participants
to scatter the enchantment of his voice in a music album to be launched by Parul Film Production
very soon.
An emerging luminary in singing Master Himanshu Sain of class X secured 2nd position in a
singing competition ‘Ek Sham Shahidon Ke Naam’ organized by Patanjali Yog Samiti in SML PG
college, Jhunjhunu.
th

On 4 February, 2012, in a debate competition on ‘ Jan Lokpal Bill and Corruption’ organized at
Nemani High School, Churi Ajitgarh to perpetuate the memory of Late Shree Shanti Swaroop,
former Principal of the school, Neeharika and Shruti represented the school and were declared
the first prize winners by the jury and brought winning trophy to the school.
On 8th February, 2012, in a debate competition organized at G.B. Mody Sr. Sec. School,
Jhunjhunu on ‘Is Jan Lokpal Bill a Remedy against the Virus of Corruption?’ Miss Deepali and
Miss Shruti represented the school. They made clean sweep capturing the winning trophy. Miss
Deepali spoke in the favour of the motion whereas Shruti put her views against the motion
st
making each and everyone dumbstruck and individually won 1 prize. On this grand success
both the students were felicitated in a victorious manner at the time of morning assembly.
Singing star of the school Master Himanshu has scattered the spell of his voice in a music album
presented by Parul Film Productions. The music album will be released soon at Surajgarh in
Rajasthan.

Achievements in Sports
It was a matter of kudos and merriment for the school when Arvind Kumar, our student of class
12th performed extremely well and received medal and certificate in Under - 19 Basketball
Championship held in Jaipur from 17 to 19 June 2011 organised by State Basketball
Association. Players selected at District Level can participate in this championship only.
As per our tradition regarding bringing the glories and laurels; the students of school once
again have proved their talent with victorious performances in District level Judo Championship
nd
th
held at Govt. Adookia Secondary School, Chirawa from 2 September to 5 September.
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Navedeep Balwada (19 Years) in 50 Kg. weight group secured 1st position, Amit and Bhanu
Pratap (17 Years) in 50 Kg. weight group stood second and Nitesh (17 Years) in 40 Kg. weight
group stood 3rd in the championship.
Ten students of the school have been nominated to participate at National as well as
International level championships by Jammu & Kashmir Taekwondo Association. From
Rajasthan team near about 34 players participated in the feat. Out of those 34 students 10
th
students were only from Jhunjhunu Academy. This championship was held from 15 September
th
to 18 September in Jammu & Kashmir.
All those 10 students put challenge for all other participants coming from different corners of
India. The main centre of the attraction in the competition was winning trophy i.e. ‘Yellow Belt.’
In Taekwondo Championship organized by Jammu & Kashmir Taekwondo Association from 15
Sept. to 18 Sept. students of the school performed spectacularly and left their prizewinning
imprints having 10 medals in the bag including 5 luminous gold medals.
In this championship Bhanupratap (17 years) in 50 – 55 Kg. weight group , Ankit Kumar (14
years) in 40 – 50 Kg. weight group, Ravi Kasawa (17 years) in 60 Kg. weight group, Hawa Singh
(14 years) in 45 – 50 Kg. weight group and Harsh Kadyan (14 Years) in 31 – 35 Kg. weight group
won Gold Medals whereas Amit Bhakar (14 years) in 35 – 40 Kg. weight group and Ashish Yadav
(14 years) in 40 – 45 Kg. weight group were satisfied with Silver Medals. Moreover, Amit Sharma
(17 years) in 45 – 50 Kg. weight group received Bronze Medal.
Mr. Dinesh Saini, our Taekwondo coach also partook in the championship and won the
illuminating Gold Medal which he presented to school Principal with honour.
The honour of the students who participated in Taekwondo Championship organized by Jammu
& Kashmir Taekwondo Association has been boosted up by an NGO entitled ‘RANCHI’ of
Himachal Pradesh. All the Gold Medalists and other medal winners have been awarded with
certificates and trophies.
The NGO entitled ‘RANCHI’ of Himachal Pradesh extended a letter in which it appreciated the
endeavour of the school for preparing a lineup which has the caliber to perform in National as
well as International Championships. Moreover, the honour of Taekwondo coach, Mr. Dinesh
Saini, has also been extended by rewarding him a trophy for his untiring efforts in setting up a
prizewinning team.
Jhunjhunu Academy is not the centre of only school activities but it has been a first choice venue
for state level sports also. We have here our own Cricket Academy affiliated to Rajasthan
Cricket Association. North Zone under 14 & under 16 Cricket Tournaments were held in the
th
th
sports complex of Jhunjhunu Academy from 11 October to 17 October. Participant teams
were Bikaner, Alwar, Nagour, Ganganagar, Hanumangarh, Jhunjhunu, Sikar and Churu.
With the arrival of New Year, a rain of achievements has been perceived in Jhunjhunu Academy.
th
The students who went to participate in Taekwondo Championship held in Amritsar from 26
December to 29th December fetched laurels to school. Our students won 15 medals there
including 4 Gold medals.
Navdeep Balwada won bronze medal securing third position in an Open State Judo Competition
held in Jaipur by Rajasthan Judo Association from 14th to 15th February, 2012.

Scout Guide
15 students of the school have been selected to get the Prize of State Level in the Scout Guide
Training, organized under the management of Rajasthan State India Scout Guide at the District
head quarter from 21st July to 25th July.
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State Level Scout was conducted as per the guideline of Rajasthan State India Scout Guide in
Jaipur from 14.11.2011 to 19.11.2011. Six students of the school went to participate in it and all
they returned with winning medals. All the winners were welcomed in the school in a grand
manner and honoured in the school morning assembly.
A State Award Camp of Scout Guide was conducted by Indian Scout at Jhunjhunu from 6th
th
January to 9 January. 15 students of the school participated in the camp.

Seminars and Workshops
Dr. Dilip Modi, Chairman, and Mrs. Neeraja Modi, Managing Director of JIVEM group
participated in an international conference ‘Global Tie’ organized by City Montessori School,
Lucknow from 20th August to 23rd August. Dr. Modi put forth his views on ‘Social Responsibilities
of Modern Educational Institutions’, whereas Mrs. Modi spoke on ‘ Importance of Human Values
in Education’.
th

On 8 January, 2012 Unmesh (beginning of a new era), a seminar cum PTM for the selected
students of different schools working under the endeavour of JIVEM Education Private Limited
was held in the premises of Wisdom City. Dr. Dilip Modi, an epitome of innovative ideas, was the
key speaker of the seminar. In his speech of two hours he saturated to everyone present there
with his mantras of 100% success. He motivated the students ‘to set the target and hit it’
keeping the aim sky-scraping.
Demonstration of newly invented software ‘Entrance Prime’ by Mr. Ashutosh Modi was a matter
of discussion among the parents. Mr. Ashutosh said that this software is very advantageous for
the students appearing in on – line competition exams as it is a treasure house of infinite
questions. Moreover, it is accessible from every corner of the world at any time round the clock
and it provides the instant micro analyzed result in detail.
On 13th January, 2012 a joint educational seminar was called in Wisdom City for the educators
working under the ensign of JIVEM Education Private Limited. The seminar was presided by Dr.
Dilip Modi, Chairman of JIVEM Education Private Limited. He depicted in his speech that
scenario of education is varying rapidly. In this epoch of globalization there has been a cut
throat competition and this entails something innovative and ground breaking to fortify the
standard of education.
Mr. Ashutosh Modi, Executive Director of JIVEM Education Private Limited, also headed the
seminar and put the stress on quality education to be provided. He illustrated that this is
possible only when learning facilitators are self confident and time to time brush themselves
taking the responsibilities of building up a new world.
Except all these, on every Thursday of the week P3 (Professional Proficiency Programme)
Seminar is conducted. This seminar has a great significance as all the discussions about the
betterment of the students as well as school take place. This is a platform where each staff
member gets the exposure to put forth his/her views which are always welcomed and
appreciated. In this seminar many sessions of computer training, spoken English, JSLC training
etc. time to time are held for the skill development of the staff members.

Academic Achievements
The alumni of Jhunjhunu Academy unfurled the victorious flag of the school in CPT exam. Our
14 students have been selected in this exam of National significance. School CPT Foundation
Course contributed a lot to the selection of the students.
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A new world has emerged with a new horizon. Jhunjhunu Academy, which integrates higher
learning and the value system with a strong focus on quality, has taken a leap in the future.
School prodigies Anurag Tulsyan and Kirti Singh have been honoured by CBSE (Delhi) with
Excellent Certificates for getting grade A in all five subjects scoring 10 CGPA marks and
excellent performance throughout the year.
th

Anubhav Barwar, passed out student of 12 FMM, added one more golden feather to the
embellished cap of the school by being admitted to the India’s most prestigious college of
commerce namely Shree Ram College of Commerce, Delhi.

Alumni
An Alumna meet was called in the premises of Wisdom City on 29th October. Alumnae - re - Union
provides a platform to the students who have studied here during the last 20 years and can find
themselves linked with their old colleagues and mentors. Students in thousand are registered
on this portal and very soon new mobile application of this portal is going to be introduced.

PTMs
The first PTM of the session 2011 – 12 for class 12th was held on 4th August, 2011. The parents
were curious to know about their children’s academic progress. The parents had discussions
with class teachers as well as subject teachers in detail.
st

th

rd

The First PTM of the running session for the class 1 to 10 was conducted successfully on 3
September 2011. All the parents were satisfied up to a great extent after they had discussed
about the all over development of their children with class teachers and particular subject
teachers. On this occasion the school campus was ornamented and parents had a visit of all the
amenities provided by management like JELL, JSLC with interactive boards, computer lab and
hostel and from the deepest corner of their hearts they appreciated the initiatives taken by
school managing body.
PTM for 11th and 12th class students was held on 17.9.2011. The students along with their parents
saw their answer sheets and got result. Parents were greatly satisfied with the progress of their
wards and had a wide discussion with class teachers and subject teachers about the studies of
their wards.
This is a rich tradition here that result of the students is shown only in the presence of their
parents and it has been marked a right step as parents, being aware of their wards’ progress,
can pay more attention at home for better results of their wards.
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PTM of the SA 1 for the classes 1 to 10 was held just before Deepawali break on 19 October.
All the students of the respective classes appeared with their parents and the parents being
very much observant went through the answer sheets and saw the result. All the parents
seemed satisfied and discussed about the academic progress of their wards. We here believe in
the triangular relationship of students, parents and teachers which play a vital role in all around
development of the students.
The Wisdom City Campus was given a look of bride with the help of student council. The rangolis
made by the students in the class rooms were also centre of attraction for the parents and they
appreciated the teamwork of students and teachers.
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